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----- 0 Account Management Card Claims Management Gautrain Workers associated with the National Union of Metalworkers SA (Numsa) will go on strike from Monday. Numsa spokesman Phakamile Hlubi-Majola said their members will go on strike until Bombela Operating Company (BOC) deals them significantly on their demands. The BOC refuses to negotiate wages with us,
they simply impose a 4% increase on our members without attracting or negotiating with them. We demand an 8% increase to soften the lowest paid worker, who earns about 8,500 rubles a month, she said. In a statement, Gautrain said it offered Numsa a 4.1% pay increase, which the union refused to accept. The company said demand from Numsa equates to an increase of
about 26%. Numsa members will picket on Monday outside gautrain's office in Midrand between 8am and 11am. Gautrain told passengers it would implement a contingency plan to ensure it continues to provide services. Gautrain said buses and midi buses would not be affected by the strike and would operate as standard schedule. On trains, Gautrain said during the morning
and afternoon rush hours, there will be trains every 30 minutes. We have also put additional security measures into the Gautrain system to ensure your safety is not compromised, Gautrain said. To get to the Gautrain train or bus, each passenger must have a Gautrain card with a minimum R30 loaded on it. Alternatively, you can use your contactless bank card to travel on the
Gautrain, bus and parking included. Rail users use discounted fares on the Gautrain bus and parking. To qualify, passengers must: tag the Gautrain bus within 1 hour of leaving the station; or tag to the station within 1 hour of tagging on the Gautrain bus; or get out of the parking lot within 1 hour by train. Non-rail users will be charged for standard parking rates. Paying as you go is
perfect for casual travel. Simply download the preferred payment fee as you get on the Gautrain card, and the correct fare will be automatically deducted from your Gautrain card when flagged. Any applicable discounts will also be automatically applied. The train product is best suited to passengers who travel daily between the same two stations. Train Product includes only train
travel. Please make sure that the sufficient cost of payment as you are loaded onto the Gautrain card to pay for bus rides and parking. Train products cannot be loaded on contactless bank cards. Four rail product options available: A Single Trip Product offers one trip per between two pre-selected stations. The product serves a journey in one way and is based on peak fares. The
product must be used within three years of the date of purchase, after which it expires. Overdue products cannot be refunded. Reverse product travel trip return train between two pre-selected stations and is based on peak fares. The product must be activated (first used) within three years of purchase. Once activated, the trip must be used within 31 days, after which the remaining
trip will expire and become non-refundable. The weekly product offers 10 trips on one train between two pre-selected stations. The product must be activated (first used) within 7 days of purchase. Once activated, all trips must be used within 10 days, after which all remaining trips expire. Unused travel is not returned. The monthly product offers 44 single trains between two pre-
selected stations. The product must be activated (first used) within 7 days of purchase. Once activated, all trips must be used within 44 days, after which all remaining trips expire. Unused travel is not returned. Download the New Tariffs Poster - from October 1, 2020 (633KB) Download Weekly Use Product Explained (306KB) Download Monthly Product Use Explained (310KB) ----
0 Card Management Account Office Claim Office Leave Comment / Uncategorized / By web-dev-iww We are pleased to report that as of Monday 28 September 2020, Gautrain train intervals on weekdays will be reduced Leave comment / Uncategorized / By web-dev-iww Please note that the annual adjustment of the Gautrain fare will take effect from October 1, 2020. To view the
new fares, please, please
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